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ABSTRACT

An absorbent article Such as Sanitary napkin having an
absorbent laminate is provided on a skin-noncontactable
Side of the laminate with deformation inducing means. The
deformation inducing means include a hydrophobic panel
member and an elastically stretchable member adapted to
pull the panel member toward its middle under contractile
force of the elastically stretchable member and thereby to
convexly deform the panel member toward a skin-con
tactable side of the laminate. Convex deformation of the

panel member by the deformation inducing means allows
the laminate to be convexly deformed.
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ABSORBENT ARTICLE HAVING DEFORMATION
INDUCING MEANS
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

0001. This invention relates to disposable absorbent
articles and particularly to Sanitary napkins adapted for
absorptive hold of menstrual discharge and incontinence
pads for Women.
0002 Conventional sanitary napkins generally include an
absorbent laminate consisting of a liquid-permeable top
sheet, a liquid-impermeable backSheet and a liquid-absor
bent core disposed between these two sheets. Sanitary
napkins disclosed, for example, in Japanese Patent Publica

tion (Kokoku) No. Hei6-40888, Japanese Patent Application
Disclosure (Kokai) No. Hei2-7958 and Japanese Patent
Application (PCT) Disclosure (Kohyo) No. HeiS-507033
includes an elastically stretchable member provided on the
liquid-absorbent core So as to extend at least transversely
thereof and to deform the napkin convexly toward the
wearer's skin as the elastically stretchable member con
tracts. A Sanitary napkin disclosed in Japanese Patent Appli

cation Disclosure (Kokai) No. Hei2-11138 includes a flex

urally rigid element Serving as a deforming element
provided on a lower Surface of the liquid-absorbent core So
that the napkin may be normally forced by the element to be
convexly deformed toward the wearer's skin. A Sanitary
napkin disclosed in Japanese Utility Model Application
Disclosure No. Hei5-62228 includes an elastic member

provided in a liquid-absorbent core adjacent its upper layer
along a longitudinal center line So that the napkin may be
convexly deformed toward the wearer's skin as the elastic
member contracts longitudinally of the liquid-absorbent
COC.

0003. In the case of the sanitary napkin disclosed by the
above-mentioned Japanese Patent Publication No. Hei6
40888, Japanese Patent Application Disclosure No. Hei2

7958 and Japanese Patent Application (PCT) Disclosure No.

Hei9-507033, the convex deformation occurs only under a
contractile effect of the elastically stretchable member. So
far as the liquid-absorbent core is not “collapsed” due to
menstrual discharge absorbed therein or not deformed by an
external force exerted thereon during use of the napkin, the
conveX deformation is maintained by the contractile effect of
the elastically stretchable member. However, when the phe
nomenon of collapse as well as the deformation due to the
external force is inevitable, the napkin is impossible to
maintain the desired conveX deformation Since the convexity
is lost or changed into another shape due to these factors.
0004. According to the above-mentioned Japanese Patent
Application Disclosure No. Hei2-11138, the convex defor
mation is obtained by a convex shape previously given to
Said deforming element. Such a Sanitary napkin is necessar
ily bulky and this bulkineSS may be alleviated by packaging
the napkin So as to be compressed in a thickness direction of
the napkin as in the conventional manner of packaging.
However, if a period before unpacking is relatively long, the
deforming element may not restore its original State Suffi
ciently to deform the napkin with a desired convexity. While
this inconvenience can be probably overcome by appropri
ately Selecting the material for the deforming element, this
selection will be considerably difficult. Furthermore, a pre
determined flexural resistance is required to maintain the
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desired conveX deformation and the material Selected to

meet this requirement has often a relatively high rigidity. In
consequence, the napkin is provided with a correspondingly
high rigidity which may give the wearer uncomfortable Stiff
feeling.
0005 According to the above-mentioned Japanese Utility
Model Application Disclosure No. Hei5-62228, the upper
layer of the liquid-absorbent core tends to be lifted off the
remainder underlying the upper layer under a contractile
force of the elastic member. In consequence, body fluids
discharged on the upper layer can not be adequately
absorbed by the remainder layer and often stay on the upper
layer until the body fluids leak laterally of the napkin.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

0006. In view of the above problems, it is an object of the
invention to provide a Sanitary napkin So improved to make
effective use of the advantages offered by the known Sanitary
napkins and at the same time to eliminate the problems left
unsolved by these Sanitary napkins.
0007 According to the invention, there is provided an
absorbent article having a longitudinal center line, a trans
verse center line being orthogonal to the longitudinal center
line, a skin-contactable Side and a skin-noncontactable Side,

the absorbent article comprising: an absorbent laminate and
deformation inducing means provided closely adjacent the
skin-noncontactable side So as to convexly deform the
absorbent laminate toward the skin-contactable Side; the

deformation inducing means including a hydrophobic panel
member and an elastically stretchable membersecured to the
panel member parallel to the transverse center line or along
the longitudinal center line So as to convexly deform the
panel member toward the Skin-contactable Side as the elas
tically Stretchable member elastically contracts, and respec
tive regions of the absorbent laminate and the deformation
inducing means having been convexly deformed being
deformable to Substantially flat States against a contractile
force of the elastically Stretchable member when a contact
ing pressure directed from the Skin-contactable Side toward
the skin-noncontactable Side is exerted on the article.

0008 According to the invention, cooperation of the
panel member and the elastically Stretchable member con
Stituting together the deformation inducing means causes the
absorbent laminate to be convexly deformed toward the
skin-contactable side and to be closely placed against the
wearer's external genital organs. With a contacting preSSure
directed from the skin-contactable Side to the skin-noncon

tactable Side being exerted thereon, the absorbent laminate
can be deformed together with the deformation inducing
means to its flat State against the contractile force of the
deformation inducing means.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

0009 FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a sanitary napkin
according to a first embodiment of the invention;
0010 FIG. 2 is a plan view of a bottom side of the partly
cutaway napkin;
0011 FIG. 3 is a schematic sectional view of the napkin
taken along a line diving Said napkin in front and rear halves,
0012 FIG. 4 is a view schematic sectional similar to
FIG. 3 but of a Sanitary napkin according to a Second
embodiment of the invention;
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0013 FIG. 5 is a schematic sectional view to FIG.3 but
of a Sanitary napkin according to a third embodiment of the
invention;

0.014 FIG. 6 is a perspective view of a sanitary napkin
according to a fourth embodiment of the invention;
0015 FIG. 7 is a plan view showing a bottom side of the
napkin partly cutaway, shown in FIG. 6,
0016 FIG. 8 is a schematic sectional view of the napkin,
shown in FIG. 6, taken along a line diving the napkin in
front and rear halves,

0017 FIG. 9 is a view similar to FIG. 8 but showing a
Sanitary napkin according to a fifth embodiment of the
invention; and

0018 FIG. 10 is a view similar to FIG. 8 but showing a
Sanitary napkin according to a six embodiment of the
invention.
DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

0.019 Details of an absorbent article according to the
invention will be more fully understood from the description
of a Sanitary napkin, one of Specific embodiments of the
invention given hereunder with reference to the accompa
nying drawings.
0020 FIGS. 1-3 illustrates a first embodiment of the
invention. Referring to FIGS. 1-3, a sanitary napkin is
provided in the form of an absorbent laminate 1 having a
longitudinal center line 2, a transverse center line 3 being
orthogonal to the longitudinal center line 2, a skin-con
tactable side 4 and a skin-noncontactable side 5. The absor

bent laminate 1 is composed of a liquid-permeable topsheet
6, a liquid-impermeable backSheet 7 and a liquid-absorbent
core 8 disposed between these two sheets 6,7. Being larger
than the core 8 in their longitudinal and transverse dimen
sions, both the topsheet 6 and the backsheet 7 extend
outward beyond peripheral edges of the core 8. Transverse
extensions 6a, 7a of the topsheet 6 and the backsheet 7 are
covered with respective elongate sheets 9, 9 each folded in
longitudinal halves So that each of the transverse extensions
6a, 7a is sandwiched between the longitudinal halves. In this
manner, the transverse extensions 6a, 7a and the elongate
sheets 9, 9 form together a pair of side flaps 10, 10. Each of
these side flaps 10, 10 contains therein an elastically stretch
able member 11 attached thereto along its outer edge So that
the member 11 may be longitudinally contractile and thereby

this side flap 10 may rise upward (toward the wearer's skin).
0021. The topsheet 6, the backsheet 7 and the core 8 may
be made of materials which have conventionally used for
making well-known Sanitary napkins and disposable dia
pers. The topsheet 6 may be made, for example, of a
hydrophilic or hydrophobic nonwoven fabric, a porous
plastic film or a laminate of these nonwoven fabric and
plastic film. The backsheet 7 may be made, for example, of
a moisture permeable plastic film or a laminate of this and
a hydrophobic nonwoven fabric. The core 8 may be made,
for example, of a mixture of fluff pulp and Superabsorbent
polymer powder. Employing these materials, both the top
sheet 6 and the backsheet 7 have a high flexibility, on one
hand, and the core 8 has a Semi-rigidity, on the other hand.
Though not shown, the topsheet 6 preferably has a plurality
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of liquid-guiding openings over its entire area. Of these
liquid-guiding openings, those formed in a convexly
deformable Zone 12 which will be described later preferably
have their diameters larger than those formed in the remain
ing Zone So as to offer a correspondingly higher liquid
guiding ability. In addition, the topsheet 6 preferably con
tains an amount of thermoplastic fibers at least required to
obtain a heat-Sealing effect So far as the topsheet is made of
a nonwoven fabric. The core 8 also may contain a certain
amount of thermoplastic fibers, if desired, unless its absorp
tivity is adversely affected thereby. The elongate sheet 9 may
be made, for example, of a hydrophobic nonwoven fabric or
a plastic film. The elastically stretchable member 11 may be
made, for example, of natural rubber, Synthetic rubber,
SpandeX or the like.
0022. The absorbent laminate 1 has a pair of deformation
assisting means 13 longitudinally extending acroSS a longi
tudinally as well as transversely middle region of this
laminate 1, describing a pair of lines curved outward Sym
metrically on both sides of the longitudinal center line 2.
This pair of deformation assisting means 13 define a con
vexly deformable Zone 12. The laminate 1 additionally has
another pair of deformation assisting means 20 extending
adjacent outer Sides of the first-mentioned pair of deforma
tion assisting means 13, respectively, describing lines curved
inward Symmetrically on both sides of the longitudinal
center line 2. These pairs of deformation assisting means 13,
20 may be formed by respective series of compressed dots

(i.e., embosses) or respective compressed grooves. The
laminate 1 is further provided in the convexly deformable
Zone 12 with Single deformation assisting means 14 extend

ing on a bottom Surface (i.e., on the skin-noncontactable side
5) of the core 8 along the longitudinal center line 2. While
this deformation assisting means 14 is shown to be formed
by a compressed groove, it is also possible to form this
deformation assisting means 14 by a slit dividing the core 8

in two or a Series of compressed dots (i.e., embosses). In the
middle of the convexly deformable Zone 12, the laminate 1

is provided on the bottom Surface (i.e., on the skin-noncon
tactable side 5) with deformation inducing means 15. The

deformation inducing means 15 include a rectangular hydro
phobic panel member 16 and an elastically stretchable
member 17 both extending transversely of the laminate 1.
The panel member 16 is deformable to a substantially flat
State and includes a middle portion 18 having a tendency to

be folded (so-called potential fold) toward the skin-con

tactable side 4 along the longitudinal center line 2. The
middle portion 18 of the panel member 16 extends in
conformity with the compressed groove 14 functioning as
the deformation assisting means for the core 8. The elasti
cally stretchable member 17 is secured to the panel member
16 in the proximity of transversely opposite Side edges of the
panel member 16 under longitudinal tension. Consequently,
the panel member 16 is convexly deformed toward the
skin-contactable side 4 along the potential fold of the middle
portion 18 as the elastically stretchable member 17 con
tracts. A lifting effect owing to this deformation of the panel
member 16 causes the core 8 to be convexly deformed

upward (i.e., toward the wearer's skin) together with the

topsheet 6 in the convexly deformable Zone 12 along the
compressed groove 14 functioning as the deformation assist
ing means for the core 8. This deformation causes, in the
convexly deformable Zone 12, the core 8 to be spaced from
the backsheet 7 and thereby a space is formed between these
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two components 7, 8. When a contacting pressure directed
from the skin-contactable Side 4 toward the skin-noncon

tactable side 5 is exerted on the laminate 1, the topsheet 6,
the core 8 and the panel member 16 are deformed to a flat
State against the contracting effect of the elastically stretch
able member 17. With a consequence, the skin-contactable
side 4 in the convexly deformable Zone 12 tightly fits to the
wearer's external genital organs and a leakage of menstrual
discharge is effectively avoided. It should be understood that
the contacting preSSure and release thereof are more or leSS
repeated as the wearer of the napkin moves her body. AS a
result, the space between the core 8 and the backsheet 7 is
repeatedly collapsed and restored. This causes a pumping
effect Serving to expel an amount of water vapor or moisture
Staying in this space and in the vicinity thereof out from the
napkin, on one hand, and to Suck fresh atmospheric air into
the napkin, on the other hand. In this way, an uncomfortable
feeling due to waver vapor or moisture is more or leSS
alleviated.

0023 The panel member 16 has its transversely opposite
Side edges extending outward slightly beyond the trans
versely opposite Side edges of the deformation assisting
means 13 and secured to the core 8 in the proximity of the
transversely opposite Side edges of the core 8 by means of

the Series of compressed dots (i.e., the heat-sealed dots
formed by embossing) 13. Such Securing may be achieved
also by hot melt adhesive means instead of the heat-Sealing.
0024. The panel member 16 may be made, for example,
of a paper sheet, a fibrous sheet, a foamed plastic sheet or a
laminate consisting of at least two of these sheets. Depend

ing on a particular bending resistance (i.e., rigidity) of the

laminate 1, the panel member 16 generally has a cantilever
measured value of 40-100 mm and preferably of 50-80 mm
under the prescription according to the Japanese Industry

Standard (JIS). The panel member 16 is of hydrophobic
nature and can induce a desired deformation of the core 8

without Suffering from So-called collapse phenomenon even
when the panel member 16 is wetted with body fluids such
as menstrual discharge. The elastically Stretchable member
17 may be, for example, of natural rubber, synthetic rubber,
SpandeX, an elastic foamed Sheet or an elastic nonwoven
fibrous sheet. Depending on a particular bending resistance

(i.e., rigidity) of the absorbent laminate 1 and/or the panel

member 16, the elastically stretchable member 17 generally
has a stretch stress of 50-1500g, preferably 100-1000 g and
more preferably 150-800 g as measured with the elastically
member 17 being stretched from its initial length of 100 mm
by the same length.
0025 FIG. 4 illustrates a second embodiment of the
invention. Referring to FIG. 4, the panel member 16 has its
transversely opposite Side edges lying short of the trans
versely opposite Side edges of the deformation assisting
means 13 and secured to the backsheet 7 by means of hot
melt adhesive means 19a. The elastically stretchable mem
ber 17 also is secured to the panel member 16 by means of
hot melt adhesive means 19b in the proximity of the trans
versely opposite side edges of the panel member 16. Obvi
ously, Such Securing may be achieved by heat-Sealing
instead of using the hot melt adhesive means 19a, 19b.
0026 FIG. 5 illustrates a third embodiment of the inven
tion. Referring to FIG. 5, the deformation inducing means
15 is secured to the outer surface of the backsheet 7 utilizing
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a Series of compressed dots (i.e., heat-sealed dots formed by
embossing) 13a Serving as the deformation assisting means
13. Such securing may be achieved by means of hot melt
adhesive means instead of the heat-Sealing. The deformation
inducing means 15 may have its transversely opposite ends
lying short of the transversely opposite Side edges of the
deformation assisting means 13. AS will be readily under
stood, the embodiment illustrated by FIG. 5 is characterized
in that, in a region of the absorbent laminate 1 defining the
convexly deformable Zone 12, the topsheet 6, the core 8 and
the backsheet 7 are convexly deformed together under the
effect of the deformation inducing means 15.
0027 FIGS. 6-8 illustrates a fourth embodiment of the
invention. The elastically stretchable member 17 extends
outward beyond longitudinally opposite ends of the panel
member 16 and is secured to the core 8 in the proximity of
longitudinally opposite ends of the core 8 with a longitudinal
tension. It is also possible to Secure the elastically stretch
able member 17 to the panel member 16 in the proximity of
the longitudinally opposite ends of Said panel member 16.
Consequently, the panel member 16 is convexly deformed
toward the skin-contactable side 4 along the potential fold of
the middle portion 18 as the elastically stretchable member
17 contracts.

0028 FIG. 9 illustrates a fifth embodiment of the inven
tion. Referring to FIG. 9, the panel member 16 has its
transversely opposite side edges lying short of the trans
versely opposite Side edges of the deformation assisting
means 13 and secured to the backsheet 7 by means of hot
melt adhesive means 19. Obviously, such securing may be
achieved also by heat-Sealing.
0029 FIG. 10 illustrates a sixth embodiment of the
inventions. Referring to FIG. 10, the deformation inducing
means 15 is secured to the outer Surface of the backsheet 7

utilizing a series of compressed dots (i.e., heat-sealed dots
formed by embossing) 13a Serving as the deformation
assisting means 13. Such Securing may be achieved by mean
of hot melt adhesive means instead of the heat-Sealing. The
deformation inducing means 15 may have its transversely
opposite ends lying short of the transversely opposite side
edges of the deformation assisting means 13. AS will be
readily understood, the embodiment illustrated by FIG. 10
is characterized in that, in a region of the absorbent laminate
1 defining the convexly deformable Zone 12, the topsheet 6,
the core 8 and the backsheet 7 are convexly deformed
together under the effect of the deformation inducing means
15.

0030 The absorbent article according to the invention
includes the deformation inducing means formed Separately
of the absorbent laminate itself and provided on the skin
noncontactable Side of the laminate. The deformation induc

ing means have hydrophobicity as well as rigidity required
for its desired function. The function of the deformation

inducing means ensures the region of the laminate defining
the convexly deformable Zone to be convexly deformed
toward the wearer's skin even when the laminate is wetted

with body fluids Such as menstrual, discharge. In conse
quence, a fitness of the article to the wearer's external
genital organs is improved and thereby a leakage of men
Strual discharge is effectively avoided.
0031. The deformation inducing means comprise the
hydrophobic panel member which is deformable to its
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Substantially flat State and the elastically Stretchable mem
ber. Cooperation of these two members causes the region of
the absorbent laminate defining the convexly deformable
Zone to be convexly deformed. Such a unique arrangement
can offer various advantages. For example, the absorbent
laminate and the deformation inducing means can be pack
aged together in the form of a Substantially flat article. Even
after the article has been packaged in the flat State, Said
convexly deformed State can be restored as the elastically
Stretchable member contracts again as Soon as the package
is opened.
What is claimed is:

1. An absorbent article having a longitudinal center line,
a transverse center line being orthogonal to Said longitudinal
center line, a skin-contactable Side and a skin-noncon

tactable Side, Said absorbent article comprising:
an absorbent laminate and deformation inducing means
provided closely adjacent Said Skin-noncontactable Side
So as to convexly deform Said absorbent laminate
toward Said skin-contactable Side;

Said deformation inducing means including a hydropho
bic panel member and an elastically Stretchable mem
ber Secured to Said panel member parallel to Said
transverse center line So as to convexly deform Said
panel member toward Said skin-contactable Side as Said
elastically Stretchable member elastically contracts,
and

respective regions of Said absorbent laminate and said
deformation inducing means having been convexly
deformed being deformable to substantially flat states
against a contractile force of Said elastically Stretchable
member when a contacting pressure directed from Said
skin-contactable side toward Said Skin-noncontactable
Side is exerted on Said article.

2. The article according to claim 1, wherein Said convexly
deformable Zone in said absorbent laminate lies on both

Sides of Said longitudinal center line So as to be contoured
Symmetrically with respect to Said longitudinal center line
and includes first deformation assisting means extending on
Said skin-nonconductable Side along a Section of Said lon
gitudinal center line extending acroSS Said convexly deform
able Zone.

3. The article according to claim 2, wherein Said first
deformation assisting means comprise compressed grooves,
Slits or Series of compressed dots.
4. The article according to claim 11 wherein Said convexly
deformable Zone in said absorbent laminate further includes

Second deformation assisting means lying close by at least
transversely opposite Side edge Sections of a boundary edge
defining Said convexly deformable Zone.
5. The article according to claim 4, wherein Said Second
deformation assisting means comprise Series of compressed
dots or compressed grooves.
6. The article according to claim 1, wherein Said panel
member has a potential fold directed toward Said skin
contactable Side along Said longitudinal center line.
7. The article according to claim 1, wherein Said panel
member has a cantilever-measured value of 40-100 mm as

measured according to JIS.
8. The article according to claim 1, wherein Said panel
member is made of a paper sheet, a fibrous sheet, a foamed
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plastic sheet or a non-foamed plastic sheet alone, or a
laminate consisting of at least different two of these various
sheets.

9. The article according to claim 1, wherein Said panel
member has a width narrower than a width of said absorbent

laminate both measured along Said transverse center line and
lies short inwardly of transversely opposite Side edges of
Said absorbent laminate.

10. The article according to claim 1, wherein Said elasti
cally stretchable member is Secured to Said panel member at
two or more positions thereof in the vicinity of its trans
versely opposite Side edges.
11. The article according to claim 1, wherein Said elasti
cally stretchable member has a stretch stress of 50-1500 g.
12. The article according to claim 1, wherein Said absor
bent laminate comprises a liquid-permeable topsheet, a
liquid-impermeable backSheet and a liquid-absorbent core
disposed between Said topsheet and Said backSheet.
13. The article according to claim 12, wherein Surfaces of
Said liquid-absorbent core and Said backSheet opposed to
each other at least in Said convexly deformable Zone are not
Secured together but Separable from each other.
14. The article according to claim 12 , wherein Said
deformation inducing means are disposed between Said
liquid-absorbent core and Said backSheet and Secured to Said
liquid-absorbent core at two or more positions thereof in the
proximity of its transversely opposite Side edges.
15. The article according to claim 12, wherein said
deformation inducing means are disposed between Said
liquid-absorbent core and Said backSheet and Secured to said
backSheet at two or more positions thereof in the proximity
of its transversely opposite Side edges.
16. The article according to claim 12, wherein Said
deformation inducing means are disposed on the outer
Surface of Said backSheet and Secured to Said backSheet at

two or more positions thereof in the proximity of its trans
versely opposite Side edges.
17. The article according to claim 1, wherein Said absor
bent laminate and Said deformation inducing means are
Secured together by means of Said Second deformation
assisting means.
18. An absorbent article having a longitudinal center line,
a transverse center line being orthogonal to Said longitudinal
center line, a skin-contactable Side and a skin-noncon

tactable Side, Said absorbent article comprising:
an absorbent laminate and deformation inducing means
provided closely adjacent Said Skin-noncontactable Side
So as to convexly deform Said absorbent laminate
toward Said skin-contactable Side;

Said deformation inducing means including a hydropho
bic panel member and an elastically Stretchable mem
ber Secured to Said panel member along Said longitu
dinal center line So as to convexly deform Said panel
member toward Said skin-contactable side as Said elas

tically stretchable member elastically contracts, and
respective regions of Said absorbent laminate and Said
deformation inducing means having been convexly
deformed are deformable to substantially flat states
against a contractile force of Said elastically Stretchable
member when a contacting pressure directed from Said
skin-contactable side toward Said skin-nonconductable
Side is exerted on Said article.
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19. The article according to claim 18, wherein said
convexly deformable Zone in Said absorbent laminate lies on
both Sides of Said longitudinal center line So as to be
contoured Symmetrically with respect to Said longitudinal
center line and includes first deformation assisting means
extending on Said skin-noncontactable Side along a Section
of Said longitudinal center line extending acroSS Said con
vexly deformable Zone.
20. The article according to claim 18, wherein said first
deformation assisting means comprise compressed grooves,
Slits or Series of compressed dots.
21. The article according to claim 18, wherein Said
convexly deformable Zone in said absorbent laminate further
includes Second deformation assisting means lying close by
at least transversely opposite Side edge Sections of a bound
ary edge defining Said convexly deformable Zone.
22. The article according to claim 21, wherein Said Second
deformation assisting means comprise Series of compressed
dots or compressed grooves.
23. The article according to claim 18, wherein Said panel
member has a potential fold directed toward Said skin
contactable Side along Said longitudinal center line.
24. The article according to claim 18, wherein Said panel
member has a cantilever-measured value of 40-100 mm as

measured according to JIS.
25. The article according to claim 18, wherein Said panel
member is made of a paper sheet, a fibrous sheet, a foamed
plastic sheet or a non-foamed plastic sheet alone, or a
laminate consisting of at least different two of these various
sheets.

26. The article according to claim 18, wherein said panel
member has a width narrower than a width of said absorbent

laminate both measured along Said transverse center line and
lies short inwardly of transversely opposite Side edges of
Said absorbent laminate.

27. The article according to claim 18, wherein said
elastically Stretchable member is Secured to Said absorbent
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laminate or to Said panel member at two or more positions
thereof in the vicinity of longitudinally opposite ends of Said
absorbent laminate or Said panel member.
28. The article according to claim 18, wherein said
elastically stretchable member has a stretch StreSS of
50-1500 g.
29. The article according to claim 18, wherein said
absorbent laminate comprises a liquid-permeable topsheet, a
liquid-impermeable backSheet and a liquid-absorbent core
disposed between Said topsheet and Said backSheet.
30. The article according to claim 29, wherein surfaces of
Said liquid-absorbent core and Said backSheet opposed to
each other at least in Said convexly deformable Zone are not
Secured together but Separable from each other.
31. The article according to claim 29, wherein said
deformation inducing means are disposed between Said
liquid-absorbent core and Said backSheet and Secured to Said
liquid absorbent core at two or more positions thereof in the
proximity of its longitudinally opposite ends.
32. The article according to claim 29, wherein said
deformation inducing means are disposed between Said
liquid-absorbent core and Said backSheet and Secured to Said
backSheet at two or more positions thereof in the proximity
of its longitudinally opposite ends.
33. The article according to claim 22, wherein said
deformation inducing means are disposed on the outer
Surface of Said backSheet and Secured to Said backSheet at

two or more positions thereof in the proximity of its trans
Versely opposite Side edges.
34. The article according to claim 28, wherein said
absorbent laminate and Said deformation inducing means are
Secured together by means of Said Second deformation
assisting means.

